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Introducing our latest investments
Stitch & Story • Pasta Evangelists • Roto VR • Hackney Gelato • ToucanTech

meet the close-knit 
friends bringing crafts 
into the digital age



New investments

Founded by Genoa-born Alessandro Savelli, Pasta Evangelists’ 
mission is to provide the highest quality fresh pastas to homes across 
the country and soon internationally. Having first launched as an 
e-commerce business, it is now developing an omnichannel presence 
with its first fresh pasta concession in Harrods Food Hall, and launches 
on Ocado and Deliveroo, and a second fresh pasta concession in M&S 
Southampton with plans to launch across more M&S stores nationally.
We backed Alessandro because of the team behind the brand. He has 
demonstrated an ability to execute on new opportunities as they arise, 
evident in Pasta Evangelists’ omnichannel approach. We are excited 
at the prospect of physical space, the diverse routes to market and the 
touchpoints this provides the business with its consumers.

Founder:  Alessandro Savelli 
Year founded:  2016
Stockists:  Harrods, M&S, Ocado, Deliveroo 
Invested by Pembroke:  £2 million

Stitch & Story sells a range of experiential crafting kits, accompanied 
by online tutorial videos to teach viewers knitting techniques.  
Jennifer Lam and Jen Hoang, who both enjoyed knitting but were  
aware that it was perceived as old fashioned and difficult to learn,  
saw an opportunity to bring knitting into the 21st century. 
We backed Jen and Jennifer because they have built a disruptive brand 
in a sector largely overlooked by the digital world. Their omnichannel 
approach allows them to quickly scale into other verticals and take 
advantage of opportunities as they arise. They were recently featured 
in a top BBC news article amongst Netflix and Boohoo as one of five 
companies booming during lockdown. 

Founders:  Jennifer Lam and Jen Hoang 
Year founded:  2012 
Stockists:  TJMAXX, Liberty London, John Lewis, Fenwick, 
 Nordstrom, Champney Spa, Anthropologie and Debenhams 
Invested by Pembroke:  £1 million

to our new-look Newsletter, and the latest news and information 
from our new and existing portfolio companies.
We are pleased to announce that Pembroke achieved a record 
fundraise of £34.5 million, having closed our offer just after the 
tax year end on 6 April 2020. We have grown and matured into a 
£100 million investment fund since our inception  
in 2012 and continue to focus on premium consumer brands.  
The portfolio team was further strengthened by Katrina Lytton  
in February. Prior to joining, she was an investment manager  
at a venture capital fund. She started her career at KPMG,  
initially within deal advisory, and latterly as its UK nutrition lead.

Welcome... As the COVID-19 challenges continue to evolve, we continue  
to be impressed by the agility, resilience and creativity of 
the founders at the helm of our portfolio companies. Some 
companies, such as Boom Cycle, Secret Food Tours and HotelMap 
have cut costs to the minimum and are mothballed for the time 
being. Other companies have adapted their product offerings 
and strengthened their online selling, including Floom and 
Me+Em. We also have several companies that continue to exceed 
expectations, including Stitch & Story, Popsa, Plenish and Pasta 
Evangelists. Despite the current economic headwinds, we remain 
confident that our diverse portfolio is in good shape to handle  
the forthcoming challenges.
In this issue we’d like to tell you about our new investments and 
provide you with an update on how a few of our nimble founders 
have responded to the evolving situation. 



Founders:  Sam Newman and Enrico Pavoncelli
Year founded:  2015 
Invested by Pembroke:  £1 million

Roto VR is the world’s first interactive 360-degree chair. Founded in 2015, 
by video games industry veterans, Elliott Myers and Gavin Waxkirsh, Roto 
solves many of the current problems associated with using VR. Roto is 
motorised and can auto rotate to wherever the user is looking, allowing 
for effortless 360 viewing and exploration, thus users can experience 
the full panorama in comfort and for longer periods of time. 
We backed Roto VR due to the quality of the team and product, which 
already boasts a long pipeline of orders to fulfil. 

Founders:  Kate Jillings and Sian Morley-Smith
Year founded:  2016 
Invested by Pembroke:  £1 million

Founder:  Elliott Myers 
Year founded:  2015 
Invested by Pembroke:  £1 million

Hackney Gelato was founded by two former chefs, Sam Newman and 
Enrico Pavoncelli, who met whilst working at the renowned Michelin-
starred Locanda Locatelli. After spending a summer in Italy learning 
from masters of the craft, Hackney Gelato was born in 2015. The 
business started with pop-up stands at East London food markets before 
expanding into top London restaurants at the request of local chefs.

We backed Hackney because we saw the opportunity to back a 
best-in-class product, the quality of Hackney Gelato is second to none, 
which is a testament to its founders. What really attracted us to the 
business though, is the sheer focus and attention to detail Sam, Enrico 
and the team have applied every step of the way. 

ToucanTech is a London-based cloud software company providing 
schools, charities and companies with an online hub to manage all their 
community activities in one place. To date, the Company has over 160 
clients, tracks over £250 million of donations through its database,  
and on average, users send 150,000 emails per month to the 1 million+ 
people in their networks via the platform. 

We invested in ToucanTech because Kate and Sian are exceptional 
founders who have developed the Company into a platform that can 
really help schools and charities with operational efficiencies. It is clear 
from the feedback we have received from their many clients, that they 
value what the platform enables them to do, but, in addition, they  
also benefit from the willingness of the team to provide support and 
continue to develop, based on feedback. ToucanTech are partners  
with their clients, not just providers.
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How has the business been impacted by the 
pandemic so far? 
Whilst we expected to see a huge drop in 
orders, we ended up achieving 60% MoM 
growth between March and April, with it 
continuing into May so far too. We are 
seeing far higher repeat and much improved 
frequency of customers leaving reviews than 
ever before. 40% of customer notes, refer to 
not being able to see one another right now, 
which shows that social distancing is part of 
the reason for increased ordering frequency. 
We also have been able to build extremely 
loyal customers who are very grateful and 
impressed that we are still helping them 
send love, condolences and congratulations 
via flowers during this time. 

What measures have you put in place in 
response to the challenging environment?
We launched Floom Market to support all 
the restaurants who had to shut down and 
pivot to food box deliveries. In addition  
to all of the fresh flowers on Floom.com,  
we now deliver fresh fruit and veg, wine  
and cheese boxes and even tea and  
cookie hampers. 
Not only has it helped support local food 
suppliers and artisan producers, many of 
whom have seen their businesses turned 
upside-down almost overnight, it also gave 
customers another way to spoil their loved 
ones whilst spending more time at home, 
and surprisingly, spoil themselves!

How could the Company be impacted  
in the future?
Whilst the response has been very positive 
so far, we continue to prepare for the worst. 
Not knowing how long this will continue 
and if this new behaviour will lessen, is 
important to keep sight of. When the news 
first broke out, we prepared for a plan to 
profitability, with the expectation of three 
months without revenue. We’re very lucky 
that this has not been our reality, but are 
prepared and ready should things take  
a sudden turn. For the moment however,  
all our KPIs are seeing positive growth  
as a result of these changing times.

Lana Elie –

How has the business been impacted by the 
pandemic so far? 
HotelMap is a global business focused on 
event hotel booking – in particular 
conferences and trade shows. On the one 
hand, the business is directly in the path of 
the storm – all conferences and business 
travel came to a standstill during March, 
immediate revenue is completely affected, 
people obviously aren’t booking hotels for 
the time being, and the recovery will be slow. 
On the other hand, there is so much 
opportunity to grow the business under the 
current circumstances, traditional 
competitors have had their analogue business 
models questioned, and there has never been 
a better time to win new clients (everyone 
wants to reduce costs and add additional 
revenue) and HotelMap has mastered the  
art of automating processes that previously 
were done inefficiently by humans.  

Finally, with suppliers (Hotels) they have 
never been more open to adopting new, 
more efficient ways of working. For a 
technology platform pursuing hyper growth, 
this, bizarrely, from a business point of view, 
could be described as a perfect storm.

What measures have you put in place in 
response to the challenging environment?
We are very realistic. The road to recovery will 
be bumpy. But we match this with extreme 
optimism and creativity – as such, we have 
launched several new initiatives over the past 
two months that slightly alter the direction of 
the business to add new revenue streams in 
anticipation that traditional revenue will be 
harder won than before. Necessity is definitely 
the mother of innovation at the moment –  
it is unlikely we would have created several 
of our most recent opportunities if necessity 
had not played its part. 

How could the Company be impacted  
in the future?
For all business currently it’s all about cash, 
cash and cash. So the number one priority 
was maximising our cash runway, whilst at 
the same time having sufficient resource 
available to accelerate the speed product 
development (easier at present, as there are 
fewer day-to-day distractions), and reach 
farther and faster with client acquisition, 
given that the marketplace is so motivated 
to do deals at this time.
It is often said that the Chinese word for 
crisis is composed of two words meaning 
danger and opportunity – an apt definition 
to describe what most of us are currently 
going through.

Steven Potter –

How has the business been impacted by the 
pandemic so far? 
Boom Cycle sadly closed its doors on 
17 March 2020 in response to the 
government measures and announcements, 
so we’re certainly in one of the sectors that 
has been hit the hardest.

What measures have you put in place in 
response to the challenging environment?
As everyone who works at Boom Cycle is an 
employee, we have been able to put 95% of 
our staff on furlough. Landlords have also 
been helpful in negotiating rent-free or  

pay-later terms in regard to the sites.  
All that has been a relief but obviously there 
is a long way to go in this fight against the 
virus so we are working on bringing forward 
some projects that had been on the back 
burner or focusing on projects that were  
in the works. 
The main one of these is Apex: a start-up 
aiming to challenge Peloton for the at-home 
market with a more inclusive and more 
accessible price point at-home bike. We are 
providing all the digital content for them 
and have designed a plan of action, as well 
as running the training programme. 

How could the Company be impacted  
in the future? 
The real test is yet to come when we are 
allowed to open again. Distancing measures 
and consumer confidence will present 
challenges for how quickly we can get back 
to normal, but we are working closely with 
our trade body (Hilary and I both sit on the 
membership board for UK Active) as well  
as other operators. UK Active are liaising 
closely with the Government to ensure 
longer term measures are in place to help 
this important and previously thriving sector 
get back on its feet. As a business we are 
also looking at bringing forward long-term 
plans for alternative revenue streams to 
help us diversify now and for the future. 

Robert Rowland –

Founders who think outside of the box
Three founders who have pivoted their business models due to the ongoing global pandemic.
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